Fade In.

INT. HQ ELEVATOR (UNIVERSE 3) - DAY

Employee 12 is riding down the elevator, watching the numbers fall one by one.

ANGLE ON ELEVATOR DOOR

The doors open. Parallel Chair Spinner, from "The Jennifer Chronicles", is with his board, prepared to enter the elevator. They are shocked by Employee 12's professional attire. Parallel Chair Spinner pins him to the wall and holds a weapon to his head.

    PARALLEL CHAIR SPINNER
    Perhaps you'd like to tell us what you're doing here-

    EMPLOYEE 12
    I-I was looking for JourneyJay!

    PARALLEL CHAIR SPINNER
    Why?!

    EMPLOYEE 12
    He's the only one my boss wants to talk to right now! Please don't kill me!

    PARALLEL CHAIR SPINNER
    Who's your boss mate?!

    EMPLOYEE 12
    Well...you are...sorta.

Parallel Chair Spinner ponders momentarily and proceeds:

    PARALLEL CHAIR SPINNER
    Men, delay my previous orders. We'll take on the enemy another day!

He looks at and cleans off Employee 12.

    PARALLEL CHAIR SPINNER
    Tell me more...

Employee 12 looks concerned.
INT. HQ FLOOR 60 (UNIVERSE 3) - DAY

Employee 12 approaches a console, readying the node:

PARALLEL CHAIR SPINNER
So you're telling me, that this whole time, I've been running this hell hole company in another universe!

EMPLOYEE 12
I didn't even expect you to exist in this universe let alone be against your own corporation.

The node door opens.

INT. HQ FLOOR 60 (UNIVERSE 2) - DAY

Employee 15 has finished welding the elevator door shut and has almost finished welding the side door shut as well when the node door opens:

EMPLOYEE 15
How did they get that open?

Employee 12, Parallel Chair Spinner, and his board enter the room. Employee 15 takes the offensive and begins firing...everyone scrambles for cover:

EMPLOYEE 12
What the hell are you doing?!

EMPLOYEE 15
This ends today!

EMPLOYEE 12
Stop shooting!

BOARD MEMBER
We come in pe-

The board member is vaporized.

Parallel Chair Spinner ponders employee 15's actions and yells:

PARALLEL CHAIR SPINNER
I am here to end it as well! Please lower your weapon!

Employee 15 vaporizes the last two board members, having
slaughtered them all.

    EMPLOYEE 15
    Come out.

Parallel Chair Spinner raises his hands up and steps forward:

    PARALLEL CHAIR SPINNER
    There is a war in my universe...I suspect you are aware?

    EMPLOYEE 12
    A war?!

Employee 15 shoots and vaporizes employee 12's cover:

    EMPLOYEE 15
    Shut up!

    PARALLEL CHAIR SPINNER
    You're afraid of it coming here aren't you?

    EMPLOYEE 15
    It's only a matter of time...

Parallel Chair Spinner has gotten close to Employee 15:

    PARALLEL CHAIR SPINNER
    The last thing I want, is for that to happen.

Parallel Chair Spinner kicks Employee 15, sliding him to the ground, puts him in a lock, and knocks him out. Employee 12 approaches:

    EMPLOYEE 12
    People are going to trip when they hear about this.

Parallel Chair Spinner gets up and looks at him:

A pause.

He vaporizes Employee 12 with the gun from Employee 15.

    PARALLEL CHAIR SPINNER
    Hopefully they won't.

2:00:24
EXT. SECOND SCHOOL ROOF - DAY

Jaysin has exited the helo and is met by DANNYBOY, a hiphop and rock musician.

   DANNYBOY
   Whoever you are, you're going to want
to get out of here!

   JAYSIN
   I'm not leaving without my prize!

DannyBoy stands in front of the door.

   DANNYBOY
   This is bigger than you.

   JAYSIN
   If you don't get out of my way imma
   have to bust some teeth!

   DANNYBOY
   ...what is it you want?

Jaysin goes to tackle DannyBoy, who hastily busts out a
wooden slap device from Codename Kids Next Door, striking
Jaysin in the face. He then pulls out a gumball gun and
begins to shoot gumballs at Jaysin, who retreats to the
helicopter:

   DANNYBOY
   This is your last chance!

EXT. FREEWAY - DAY

Ricky Story has a pile of parts from Twiztid in his hands:

   RICK STORY
   I-I can fix this!

ANGLE ON CAR PARTS WERE IN

We see a glow identical to the one seen in GET SAVVY on the
poster of Twiztid while Ricky Story continues on:

   RICK STORY
   All I have to do is summon the powers
   of darkness to restore their strength!

POV PERSON IN CAR
The person in the car grudgingly proves they have survived the crash, and make their way to Ricky Story. On the onset of contact, Ricky Story turns and screams.

ANGLE ON PERSON TO REVEAL THEM TO BE A MUTILATED AND UTTERLY MANGLED "BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE".

Blaze grumbles and puts on his top hat, producing magical streams of energy from out the edge. Just as Shazam becomes a man...Blaze is restored to excellence.

RICK STORY
Power overwhelming!

UBRUPT STOP

Blaze shows irritation.

BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE
What?!

RICKY STORY
...I...nvm.

ARC SEVERAL TIMES AROUND BLAZE AND TWIZTID:

Blaze produces a cane, dark and powerful, with green cracks streaming down it's sides. He hits the ground, which cracks...lifting up and down repeatedly. Light shines out of the cracks and Twiztid begins to reform. Ricky Story is stunned and amazed.

3:14:91

EXT. COMMAND POST - DAY

Joseph Young is trying to unlock the node door. Employee 13 lays on the ground:

JOSEPH YOUNG
All my years running security and I can't open a door?!

SPLITSCREEN

Boxes showing the Snipers with Savvy, Madwolf with CultGang, Joseph Young with Employee 13, and Ricky Story with Twiztid and Blaze appear as the flash of light from ep. 004 takes place. Everyone in vehicles stops and observes.
EXT. POLICE PRECINCT - DAY

We return to the exact frame that ended ep. 004. The frame moves up to showcase the blinding light in the distance:

JOURNEYJAY 6
Do you guys not notice that?!

When they look, JourneyJay 6 grabs JourneyJay 7's wand and snaps it in half.

JOURNEYJAY 7
Oh no, not my wand!

JourneyJay 6 grabs JourneyJay 7 and throws his head into the ground and whispers in his ear:

JOURNEYJAY 6
I won't let you take our multiverse...

Marcus Pearson and Damon Goss pull him off of JourneyJay 7 while Sober Junkie helps JourneyJay 6 off the ground.

SOBER JUNKIE
What kind of person pulls a stunt like that?

JOURNEYJAY 6
None of you will protect us. People will die without me!

SOBER JUNKIE
All I see is a piece of shit with nothing better to do than mess up his...uh...twin?

Sober Junkie looks at JourneyJay 7:

SOBER JUNKIE
How did you do that, bringing him about from the ashes on the ground?

JourneyJay 7 partially recovers:

JOURNEYJAY 7
Magic!

LOZ GREENFLY
Magic...nice.
MARCUS PEARSON
I think maybe we should put this guy somewhere where he won't hurt anybody.

Hugh Turner picks up the broken wand:

HUGH TURNER
And how exactly does one do...magic?

JOURNEYJAY 6
His so called magic is not what it seems. Powerful as it is, he holds no true power in our universe.

JourneyJay 7 looks disgruntled, then he farts. He now looks relieved:

JOURNEYJAY 7
I pooped...

Sober Junkie gives him "the look":

SOBER JUNKIE
...um...not what I expected to hear.

JOURNEYJAY 6
He's filled with nothing but propaganda! Listen not to his lies!

JOURNEYJAY 7
I can smell it though...smells like brocolli.

JourneyJay 6 struggles for freedom.

LOZ GREENFLY
You need to just relax and let this anger exit your body bruh.

SOBER JUNKIE
You know I came up here after hearing of an incident on the scanner just before everyone vanished. I didn't expect this to be my discovery.

PERFORMANCE || 2 MINUTES || SOBER JUNKIE
JOURNEYJAY 6
I will kill you. I will kill Savvy. I will kill everyone that puts themselves in between myself and power.

SOBER JUNKIE
Savvy who?

JOURNEYJAY 7
Oh. You don't know.

MARCUS PEARSON
Neither do I. I don't think any of us do.

Retrostate affirms by their reaction that they don't know anything about Savvy.

JourneyJay 7 starts to walk back to the entrance of the precinct:

JOURNEYJAY 7
It's a long story you guys. Let's talk about it inside.

JourneyJay 7 farts and grunts while walking. Everyone follows him.

7:14:20

EXT. FREEWAY - DAY

Blaze is talking to Twiztid:

BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE
Well I had to wait for Ricky!

RICKY STORY
Me?!

MONOXIDE
You know how much it sucks being a pile of body parts for who knows how long!?

MADROX
Who are these two poor guys?

ANGLE OF 48'S CAR
The bodies of 48 and sniper 2 are crushed and lifeless.

RICKY STORY
...Are you going to bring them back too?

BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE
...nah.

Madrox chuckles.

MADROX
Alright well, I suppose while we're all here...

Madrox tenses up like in dragonball z, veins popping everywhere and exacerbating his every fiber. Powerful energy radiates from him, a dark yet colorful power.

Monoxide follows suit, along with Blaze. Ricky Story expresses a total loss for words. The ground shatters open one final time, and a man shoots up into the air. They immediately stop.

BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE
I bet twenty bucks he lands it this time.

Madrox and Monoxide pull out money.

EXT. SKY ABOVE FREEWAY - DAY

JourneyJay 8 reaches a peak in his ascent. He is wearing Majik Ninja Entertainment attire, including a top of the line snap back.

He begins to fall, panicking and flailing his body around while extensively moaning in suspense.

EXT. FREEWAY - DAY

RICKY STORY
It doesn't look like he's going to make it.

BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE
Wait for it...

JourneyJay 8 smashes into the floor. Blaze taps his cane, and JourneyJay 8 "pops" up and is spick and span.
BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE
Looks like I'm $40 richer-

TWIZTID
*grumbles and complains

ANGLE ON JOURNEYJAY 8

JOURNEYJAY 8
Rickkkkyyyy. What's good my man?

RICKY STORY
JourneyJay...I thought I left you in a fire.

8:19:52

JOURNEYJAY 8
Maybe you did.

MADROX
Oh he definitely did!

BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE
Should we get going?

MADROX
I don't know, maybe these two should get this sorted out.

JOURNEYJAY 8
I don't think we have time to be sitting here talking about fires and me burning in them-

RICKY STORY
Why's that?

BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE taps his cane and his car is restored:

BLAZE YA DEAD HOMIE
I'm sure you're aware of the powers that be Ricky...

Ricky looks at him in disbelief:

JOURNEYJAY 8
They are coming to take this universe for themselves.
MONOXIDE
If we have anything to say about it, we'll be leaving here without a scratch on their heads. But if we must-

MADROX
Let's not even consider it until and unless that time comes ok?!

JourneyJay 8 looks at Ricky Story desperately:

JOURNEYJAY 8
You're rather with us...or against us. I know you're inclined to believe what the company has put in your head, but for now...trust your faith.

Ricky glances at everyone and makes a choice to go along.

9:12:35

EXT. MADWOLF'S CAR - DAY

DreadPirate has been pulled out the back window. Willy4m and Hoodie are trying to get him back into the car. He is being yanked as though a tornado were sucking him in, but there is nothing there. The car is being yanked as well, but Madwolf pumps the gas:

MADWOLF
Get him back in the car!

INT. MADWOLF'S CAR - DAY

WILLY4M
We're trying!

DREAD PIRATE
Try harder!

EXT. MADWOLF'S CAR - DAY

POV DREAD PIRATE

The struggle to hold onto Dread Pirate. Hoodies hands slip, forcing Willy4m halfway through the back, which jolts him into letting go. Dread Pirate flys backwards:

HOODIE
Dread!
MASTERSHOT

Dread Pirate is sucked through an invisible portal, and the car is freed of the suction. It initially accelerates but Madwolf takes his foot off the gas and slowly stops to protect Willy4M.

Madwolf gets out of the car and opens the back door:

HOODIE
My hand slipped!

MADWOLF
We don't have time for this. Make sure Willy's ok.

ANGLE ON BACK OF CAR

Willy slowly maneuvers back into the car:

WILLY4M
ugh...yeah, I think I'm go-

He hits his head on the way in.

MADWOLF
We're going to get him back.

Hoodie gets out of the car.

HOODIE
I want some answers Madwolf! Since when are you working for HQ?!

Madwolf looks back at Hoodie, then turns around and gets in his face:

MADWOLF
They work for me.

A Pause.

Madwolf walks back to the driver's seat:

MADWOLF
I'll explain on the way.

HOODIE
You should explain now!
MADWOLF
NO TIME HOODIE...

Madwolf starts the car. Hoodie, hesitant, but defeated, gets back in the car. The once again drive off:

WILLY4M
...pretty much his little bitch-

HOODIE
Wha-shut up bro!

Willy4M laughs.